北海道中央バス

CHUO BUS
Hokkaido Chuo Bus
A request to our Regular Sightseeing Bus passengers
concerning the prevention of the spread of COVID-19

◆Health Management
Temperature checks will be implemented before boarding the Regular sightseeing bus. Anyone with a fever of 37.5℃
or more will regrettably not be allowed on board.
*The staff and tour guide will ask questions regarding each passenger's health condition including chronic illnesses
and fatigue before the bus departs.
◆Droplet Precautions
*Please cooperate with wearing a mask and coughing into your sleeve while on the bus.
*If you do not have a mask, one will be provided for you.
*Please refrain from unnecessary talking while on board the bus.
*Please refrain from eating or drinking alcohol while on board the bus.
*Please maintain social distancing when boarding and getting off the bus.
*Please cooperate with hand-sanitizing when returning to the bus from various rest areas and tourist attractions.
*Please cooperate with taking home your garbage.
We thank you for understanding and for your cooperation to help prevent the spread of COVID-19.

Regular Sightseeing Bus measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19
◆Seating reservations
*As a general rule, seating is not arranged with other groups when reservations are booked.
◆On board the bus
*Air-conditioning will be running while the bus in in operation, and the air on board will be changed every 5 minutes.
Once we arrive at each tourist destination, the windows will be opened to air out the bus.
*A plexiglass screen is placed between the guide's seat and back seats, as well as between the driver's seat and the
back seats.
*Hand-sanitizer is available on board the bus.
*The bus is regularly cleaned, wiped down, and disinfected.
*Each Regular sightseeing bus is protected with "Selfeel," a chemical antimicrobial sealant that protects areas and
surfaces that passengers may touch. This measure is to help prevent the spread of COVID-19, and provides
continuous antimicrobial protection so our passengers can ride the bus without worry.

